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Rationale. --When Morehouse College was founded in 1867 in Augusta,
Geoirgia, by William Jefferson White and Richard C. Coulter, the purpose
was to establish an institution to train men for leadership primarily in
the Christian ministry. The limited objectives of the founders have
taken on remarkably broader dimensions. Graduates of Morehouse
Col
four.ders into leadership in areas undreamed of nearly a hundred years
1
ago
Morehouse started as a grade school. When the institution first





:ge have reached far beyond the confining original aims of the
ist Church in Augusta, Georgia, in 1867, 38 illiterate Negro adults
ed through them in search of learning. The first college class
uated in 1884. 2
At the end of the academic year 1929-1930, Morehouse abolished
igh school department, known as The Academy, due partly because
In Pursuit of Excellence, A Morehouse College Brochure (Atlanta:
Steii Printing Company, 1961), p. 1.
Morehouse College's Transition Into Its Second Century, A




the city of Atlanta had built its first high school for Negroes in 1924.
When Mordecai Johnson, who was president of Howard University
for 34 years, graduated from Morehouse in 1911, there were only 15
members of his class. When N. P. Tillman, former professor and
registrar at Morehouse and former dean of Atlanta University, graduated
from Morehouse in 192 0, there were only 17 men in his class. When
James Nabrit, former president of Howard University, and Howard
Thurman, Dean Emeritus of the Chapel of Boston University, graduated
from Morehouse in 1932, this class numbered 43. There were only 50
members of the Class of 1930. When Martin Luther King, Jr. graduated
in 1948, there were only 113 members of his class. To graduate a class
of 131 students, as was done in 1964, is something new and unique for
4
Morehouse.
An institution of higher learning, no matter how distinguished, has
periodic need of putting facets of its program under intensified examina
tion. The more successful its program, the greater the need for self
valuation. While all facets of an institution's program must
occasionally withstand surveillance, scrutiny of particular areas must
it other times be made. No institution of higher learning can long survive
jnless its objectives, curricular offering, and counseling program
periodically come under close observation and study. Such is the
situation at Morehouse College.
4Ibid.
It is the thesis of this study that invaluable aid and direction would
accrue to Morehouse College from the conduct of a project of this kind
Erom which information may be fed back into efforts to improve upon an
already successful operation. Hence, this study was conceived and
ie signed.
Evolution of the Problem.--The writer worked with Morehouse College
or a period of four years. Long before arriving at Morehouse, however,
she had embraced instances of the profoundness of the Morehouse College
jrogram in enumerable situations. Her early life was touched by the
influence of Morehouse College reflected in the lives of graduates who
iierved in her community as teachers and counselors, and in public
communications.
Now with her past employment as Assistant Placement Director, her
interest in further improving a good Morehouse College program was
ugmented by her desire to make one small contribution to this realiza
tion.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge. --The potential value of this
tudy to educational theory and practice may be stated as follows:
1. The information that results from this study may be
valuable in the guidance of future career choices of
college students.
2. The information that results from this study may expand
our knowledge of placement and career counseling as it
relates to important aspects of the individual's personality
and mental ability.
3. The information that results from this study may-
contribute to a better understanding by the college
of the appropriateness and effectiveness of its
total program.
Statement of the Problem.--This study is mainly concerned with
identifying the extent of any trend in career choices of Morehouse
graduates revealed over a period of six years with respect to business,
industry, and government. Subsumed under this major area were two
corrollary questions toward which this project was directed. To what
extent are professional and graduate school choices increasing or
decreasing? To what extent may resultant findings have implications
for reviewing and re-establishing institutional objectives, revising the
college curriculum, and for counseling for vocational efficiency?
Purpose. --The purpose of this study was to answer the following
specific questions:
1. What is the trend in chosen careers of Morehouse graduates
over a six-year period with particular reference to business,
industry, government, and graduate school?
2. Is there an increase or a decrease in decisions to enter
professional and graduate institutions?
3. Will these findings be of value to the college in developing
its program counseling-wise as well as curriculum-wise?
Subjects. --The subjects involved in this study were 54 Negro male
ollege honor graduates of Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, drawn
rom the graduating classes of 1960-1966. (175 were invited to
•articipate, but only 54 responded. )
Materials. --The materials used in this study consisted of a
questionnaire and official records found in the college placement office
and personnel office.
Method of Research. --The Descriptive Survey Method was used.
Procedure. --In pursuing the first of the three major objectives of
this study, career choices made and followed by the top 25% of each of
the 1960-1966 graduating classes were determined through an examination
of individual folders and follow-ups maintained on these graduates and
housed in the college placement office and personnel office. Only choices
involving business, industry, government, and graduate study were parts
of this study.
A further examination of college placement records provided the
information necessitated in a partial answering of the question raised in
the second purpose. Here, reference is made to discovering the increase
decrease in decisions by those men to enter graduate or professional
institutions.
In the third or final purpose of this study, any trend or trends
uncovered in career choices manifested or specific information received
rom tabulation of responses from the questionnaire could indicate
distances of concern for the college's curricula as well as for it
;ounseling and guidance program. Interpretations of these data might
reveal the groundwork for a total re-examination of these facets of the
:ollege program.
Limitation of this Study. --This study was limited to the top 25% of
ch graduating class from 1960-1966. Further, it was limited to 54
MDrehouse graduates from the years 1960-1966. This study recognizes
the fact that it obviously omits a considerable number of graduates who
found their way into several unmentioned yet highly respectable positions.
Definition of Terms. --For the purpose of clarifying and allowing for
clearer understanding, certain basic and significant terms are defined
as they are used throughout this study:
1. Manifest Differences - Differences not only indicated but
later ascertained.
2. Graduate Study - Matriculation in an accredited institution
beyond the baccalaureate level.
3. Career Choices - Area of work chosen to prepare for and
produce in.
4. Professional Schools - Recognized institutions for preparation
for medicine, law, dentistry, engineering, ministry as
foremost examples.
5. Curriculum Revision - Restructuring formal course designs
and offerings - limiting, enlarging, and re-arranging.
6. Career Counseling - Making available information and
experiences to the counselee which will provide him with
an insight into his adequacy in a particular career area.
Survey of Related Literature. --In the presentation of this survey,
att
pr
sntion was directed to treatment of documented accomplishments of
Morehouse College graduates in varying categories. Following this, the




RELIGION: Morehouse emphasized religion heavily in the early
ye^rs; however, in 1923, the major emphasis began to move towards the
liberal arts. During the academic year 1923-24, slightly more students
re enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts than in the School of Religion
the first time, and this trend has continued. Nevertheless, Morehouse
maintained a significant program in religion and the Church.
EDUCATION: In 58 historically Negro institutions, as well as in 20
predominantly white institutions of higher learning and foreign colleges
and universities, one or more Morehouse men can be found on the teaching
sta.
administrative officers. Some of the institutions are: The University of
S outhern California Medical School; The American University (Beirut,
Lebanon); Ohio Wesleyan University; Miami University (Oxford, Ohio);




'f, varying in rank from instructors to chairmen of departments, and
n Hall Medical School; Haverford College; Boston University; Roosevelt
Uni/ersity; Drew University; Syracuse University; and Ibadan University,
an, Nigeria.
5
Nineteen historically Negro colleges have had or have at the present
tim<j Morehouse graduates as presidents. Howard University in the
nation's capital, acknowledged as a great university, was under the leader-




19f>0 and James Nabrit from I960 until 1966.
The number of Morehouse men in the public school systems
throughout the country, as teachers and principal, is also impressive.
In the Atlanta public school system, for example, many high school
principals are Morehouse men. In Detroit, Michigan, and Gary, Indiana,
positions of District Administrator of Public Schools and Assistant
Superintendent, respectively, are held by Morehouse men. In Delaware,
a Morehouse man is a psychologist with The State Department of Education.
Most of the 25 Morehouse men in Who's Who in America are in the
fie d of education.
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS: In 1962, Morehouse
graduated 107 men, 45 (42 per cent) of whom are known to have entered
graduate or professional schools. In 1963, 122 men graduated and 59
(48 per cent) are known to have entered graduate or professional schools.
In 964, Morehouse graduated the largest class in its history and 68 (52
pei cent) of the 131 graduates are known to have continued their education
9
in 8 graduate or professional schools.
At the present time, Morehouse graduates are studying in 45 graduate






to the college from deans, professors, heads of departments, and
presidents of universities where Morehouse men are continuing their
education, testifying to the high quality of work that most of these men are
doing in their graduate or professional schools. Several Morehouse men
hajve been appointed Woodrow Wilson Fellows in recent years. At least
112i Morehouse men have earned academic doctorates.
MEDICINE; Morehouse men have also gone into the medical
profession. The figures in this connection, however, are not as accurate
as
Nevertheless, the records show that at least 293 Morehouse men have
ea rned degrees in medicine or dentistry, the vast majority of them being
33
ce
the statistics on the number of Morehouse men with earned doctorates.
M.D. 's. In other words, one out of every 10. 7 Morehouse graduates has
goie into medicine. Doctoral degrees in the combined fields of medicine
an I education have been earned by one out of every 8 Morehouse men
graduating with the A.B. or B.S. degree. The records also show that
Morehouse graduates are Diplomates in Medicine, with skills in
:tified areas of specialization -- 15 of the 33 are in surgery.
11
LAW AND CIVIL RIGHTS: Fewer Morehouse men have gone into law
than into medicine, religion, or education. It is within recent years only
the t Negroes have found it expedient to make a career in law or politics.
Until very recently, Negroes were barred from voting and political




until the last twenty or thirty years.
In the field of civil rights, two Morehouse men sued the Atlanta
Transit System, won their case, and were instrumental in abolishing
segregation on the buses in Atlanta. The leadership of Martin Luther
King, Jr. in the non-violent civil rights movement is known throughout
the; entire world. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in December,
1964.13
POLITICS: The following political positions are held by Morehouse
men: two state senators and one representative in the lower House in
the State of Georgia; one state senator in Kansas; one legislator each in
New Jersey, Indiana, Michigan, and Oklahoma; a member of the school
board in Augusta, Georgia; a judge in Toledo, Ohio; councilmen in Atlanta
and Augusta, Georgia, and Cleveland, Ohio; and a member of the Revenue
Board in Tuskegee, Alabama. Also, the Secretary of Commerce for the
14
Republic of Liberia graduated from Morehouse in the class of 1950.
joui
AUTHORSHIP AND JOURNALISM: Morehouse men are authors and
and
the
nalists. The managing editor and an associate editor of Jet Magazine
the senior editor of Ebony Magazine are Morehouse men. The founder of
Atlanta Daily World, the first daily newspaper in the United States
own sd and operated by Negroes, and its present editor were trained at













Reid, Martin Luther King, Jr., James H. Birnie,
11
15
Lqrone Bennett, B. R. Brazeal, and Hugh M. Gloster.
BANKING AND INSURANCE: Morehouse men have participated
creditably in banking and insurance. The second and third men in command
of the Citizens Trust Company in Atlanta are Morehouse men. The
president and cashier of the Mechanics and Farmers Bank in Durham,
North Carolina, are graduates of Morehouse. An alumnus was president
of
Atll
;he Bank of Liberia for many years. One of the chief officers of The
anta Mutual Savings and Loan Association in Atlanta, Georgia, is an
alubnrinus. The Columbia Loan and Savings Association of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, was founded by a Morehouse man, and Morehouse graduates
hold significant positions with the Atlanta Life, North Carolina Mutual,
MaiTimoth, Supreme Liberty, Afro-American, Golden State, Great Lakes,
16
Uni|on Protective, and Universal Life Insurance Companies.
MOREHOUSE MEN WITH THE DOCTORAL DEGREE; Negroes have
bee a graduating from college in relatively small numbers since 1826, when
the
one
first Negro graduated from Bowdoin with an A.B. degree. More than
hundred institutions have been founded for Negroes; in addition, many
Neg
Negroes have graduated from predominantly white colleges in the East and
West. However, in spite of this long record of Negroes graduating from
college beginning with Bowdoin in 1826 - it is in recent years only that







It should not be surprising, therefore, that there are so few Negroes
the many and varying occupations and professions and that not more
1, 900 Negroes have earned the doctoral degree which is so highly
valued by colleges and universities. It is notable, however, that of the
00 Negroes with earned doctorates, 112 received the A.B. or B.S.
18
degree from Morehouse College.
The first Morehouse graduate to receive the doctoral degree is
Dr. Samuel M. Nabrit, former president of Texas Southern University.
FrDm 1932 to 1965, Morehouse men earned 112 doctorates; thus, one in
every 18 Negroes with doctorates earned his bachelor's degree at
Morehouse, which means that one out of every 28 Morehouse graduates
ha: now earned the doctoral degree.
19
Prior to I960, most Morehouse College students were preparing to
enter the professions mentioned earlier in the survey of related literature
sue h as: teaching, law, ministry, and medicine. Since that time, more
anc more students seem to be taking advantage of the new and emerging
opportunities available in business, industry, and government.
In the Class of 1965, honor graduates refused offers from top graduate
schools to accept employment with such firms as NASA, Ford Motor
Company, First National Bank of New York, Westinghouse, International
Business Machines, and other companies. Possibly, such a trend is
18Ibid.
13
justified because salary offers are good. This change in career choices is
even more amazing because many top recruiters are coming to the
Mo rehouse College campus from such prestige graduate schools as:
Harvard University, Columbia University, Amos Tuck School of Business,
University of California Medical School at Los Angeles, University of
Ch:.cago, Stanford Univ ersity, Duke University, Emory University Law
School, and Northwestern School of Business.
The University of Chicago has a program entitled "Careers for
Negroes in Management" whereby companies such as Carson Pirie Scott,
The First National Bank of Chicago, Inland Steel Company, Standard Oil
Company, Time Incorporated, United Airlines, and a few others have
agreed to underwrite the expenses of qualified Negro students who are
interested in careers in business management rather than just a particular
position. In addition, these companies employ the students during the
summer prior to enrollment at The University of Chicago and each summer
until they complete the requirements for the M.A. degree. Also, other
graiuate schools have enough funds available in fellowships, scholarships,
and
the
loans so that most qualified students can complete their intended
pro jrams, regardless of financial resources. For example, an honor
stuc ent in the Class of 1966 was admitted, with scholarships to each of
following schools: Yale University, Stanford University, Harvard
University, New York University, Amos Tuck School of Business, and The
University of Chicago. In addition, this same student received job offers




National City Bank of New York, and Time Incorporated of New York.
Since Morehouse College students are accepting positions in business,
industry, and government, the writer is seriously interested in and
concerned about examining and studying what appears to be a new trend.
s felt that findings in regard to this observation provide salient implica
tions for Morehouse College as it reviews and revises its curriculum and
difi
program of counseling and guidance. Such is the concern of this study.
CURRICULUM
The curriculum of American schools encompasses at least three
rent kinds of instructional objectives. Each of these kinds of objectives






ructional materials, and instruments of appraisal.
The categories of objectives are derived from several principal
ces. One source is the learner himself. Not all learners require the
same objectives. Objectives can be drawn to close the gap in deficiencies
whi:h some learners have, and which keep them from being independent.
), if the learner already possesses the behavioral change sought, then
instructional objectives are not necessary for him. Further, the
learner's own purposes and desires may suggest important instructional
outcome.
20
John D. McNeil, Curriculum Administration: Principles and Techniques






Another source is found in human activities such as government,
industry, and business whose skills, undertakings, and behaviors are
prjesumed to contribute to the material prosperity of society. Objectives
derived in response to this source are intended to support the existing
institutions which carry on these essential activities. This support takes
th|e form of the learner's (a) desire for the products from the institutions
(papular consumption), (b) acceptance of procedures followed by the
institution in discharging the activity (public relations), and
willingness to develop and give skills and talents necessary to the
22
enterprise (vocational preparation and recruitment).
The rewriting of courses of study represents the response of the




life. A dynamic civilization offers a school system two choices. It
may lag behind and become a mere excrescence upon the life it is supposed
ar
nourish, or it may adjust its objectives and procedures to the demands
the turbulently flowing society it is created to serve. The latter is
choice of many school systems. Through curriculum revision, they
i redefining the purposes of education, improving the means for
23




John K. Norton and Margaret Alltucker Norton, Foundations of
Cujrriculum Building (New York: Ginn and Company, 1936), p. 3.
16
COUNSELING
Most of the Negro institutions already provide some educational,
vocational, and personal counseling and guidance. Inmost cases, this
service is rendered by faculty members and administrators who have
otier heavy responsibilities and who generally lack the knowledge
needed for effective advising in the present complex world. These
services need to be professionalized. As a minimum, each institution
ought to have one person on its staff who has had graduate training in the
student personnel field. Selected faculty members who assist in the
counseling program should be given an opportunity to acquire special
tr£ ining during the summer or during a semester in universities which
offer special programs for student personnel workers. Professional
counseling is indispensable in regard to vocational opportunities and the
types of training required for various occupations. The rapid opening up
of jiew employment opportunities for Negroes makes it necessary for the
colleges they attend to be prepared to provide up-to-date facts about
these career possibilities. This information should be made available
not only to students on their campuses, but also to prospective applicants,
parents, school teachers, and community leaders so that Negro youth
will know what their prospects are and be motivated to undertake the
24
nedessary education to prepare to take advantage of them.
24
Earl J. McGrath, The Predominantly Negro Colleges and Universities
in transition (New York; 1965), p. 167.
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Vocational counseling has two fundamental purposes: to help
pejople make good vocational adjustments, and to facilitate smoother
functioning of the economy through the effective use of manpower.
These purposes imply that each individual has certain abilities, interests,
personality traits, and other characteristics which, if he knows them
ar.d their potential value, will make him a happier man, a more
effective worker, and a more useful citizen. Part of his education,
therefore, consists of helping him to get a better understanding of his
aptitudes for various skills, his adaptability to different types of
situations, and his interest in the numerous activities in which he might
engage. Although less generally recognized as such, this self-under
standing is just as much an objective of education as is the understanding
oi the world in which he lives. A well-educated man is one who has
:hieved both types of understanding; a well-adjusted man is one who
has put these types of knowledge to good use and has found a place for
26
himself in society.
There are at least five reasons why the wise choice of an occupation
is important and why facts about jobs are essential to this choice:
(a) the choice of an occupation may determine whether one will be
employed or unemployed, (b) the choice of an occupation may determine
whether one will enjoy or detest his work, (c) the choice of an occupation
Donald E. Super and JohnO. Crites, Appraising Vocational Fitness




influences almost every other aspect of life, (d) occupational choices
determine how a democratic society will utilize its manpower, and
(e ) occupational information is indispensable. One cannot choose what
one does not know, and many occupations are unknown to most of us.
Oie may stumble into an appropriate occupation by sheer luck, but the
wise choice of an occupation requires accurate information about what
27
occupations are available, what they require, and what they offer.
Occupational information alone is not enough. Knowledge and
ic|;ceptance of one's own aptitudes, abilities, limitations, interests,
lues, feelings, fears, likes, and dislikes are essential also, as is
2R
cljear thinking about the relative significance of all the facts.
It is obvious that knowledge of occupations can be effectively applied
oily when one knows something about oneself. It is equally obvious that
kr.owledge of oneself can be effectively applied to the choice of an
oc cupation only when one knows something about occupations. Either
29
w;.thout the other is incomplete.
27
Robert Hoppock, Occupational Information (New York: McGraw-Hill






ANALYSIS, TREATMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
This chapter is concerned with presenting and interpreting the
data which the instrument used in this study yielded. The plan of presen




eral sub-headings. Major headings are (a) General Background,
Guidance and Counseling, and (c) The Curriculum. Subtitles as follows:
1. Native States of Participants
2. Age Group of Participants
3. College Preparation
4. Fathers' Occupations





6. Ultimate Career Goals
7. Source of Occupational Aid in Decision-Making
8. Major Influence on Occupational Decisions
9. Main Contributing Factors of Career-Influencing
10. Testing Adequacy
11. Entrance Requirements and Economic Returns
General and Background Information
Native States of Participants. --Table 1 shows that the participants
e drawn from 16 states, plus the nation's capital, including Mississippi,
19
20
Arkansas, California, Florida, New York, Alabama, Missouri, Michigan,
South Carolina, Virginia, Ohio, North Carolina, Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, the District of Columbia and, of course, Georgia. Most
participants were from the area known as the "deep south. " The East,
Md-West and the Far West constituted parts of this population. This
could not be called a geographically-balanced sampling, nor was it
intended to be.
TABLE 1
NATIVE STATES OF PARTICIPANTS
to5 rt.HiJ u






o. 41 129 17 213 12211223 54
7224 16 31425 244 22445 100
of
The states of Georgia, Florida and Alabama produced the majority
the individuals involved in this study, or 54%. Some states, e.g. ,
Arkansas, California, Missouri, Michigan, Ohio and Oklahoma, produced
orly one participant. Plurally, however, they produced six participants or
12 % of the population.
21
Age Group of Participants. --Men involved in this study had an age
of 22 to 40. The variation in age range of these persons may be
attributed to the fact that the study encompassed only six years (1960-66).
It trust be taken into consideration that Morehouse College administers
the
the
Early Entrance Program and that some participants were veterans of
Armed Forces. Table 2 contains the age ranges of the participants.
TABLE 2
AGE RANGES OF PARTICIPANTS
Age
Ranges 22-27 28-33 34-39 40-41
Number 33 19 1
Percent 61 35 2
Mean Age 27.2 Age Range = 22-40
In making interpretation of data being presented, the reader must keep
in rriind the fact that the average age of these participants was about 27 years
and that only two had lived long enough to be considered of a maturity
normally associated with career maturity in our social order. In fact, an
overwhelming majority (96%) of these young men had lived less than 33 years,
When the reader faces up to the section of this thesis which addresses itself
to a concern for the differential between declared career objectives and
ultimate career objectives, he will need to bear in mind also the youth of
these people being studied.
College Preparation. --The preparation of the participants in this





baccalaureate level. The bulk of these persons clearly followed the
liberal arts programs of preparation with a fairly liberal sprinkling
education" minors. By far, the most popular area of major concentra
tion was Business Administration followed in order and closely by
Mahematics, History and Biology which tied at 7% each.
Table 3 contains information on College preparation.
TABLE 3
COLLEGE PREPARATION BY DEGREE MAJORS
a * £ so < * a
^ & £ 1 o<o H .8
•3 3 1 j -3 S £ * I -sisals
2^ l^.S^^SlS^^S^ Total
No. 2 3 5 10 3 4 4 2 12 1 1 1 3 2 1 54
4 5 10 19 5 7 7 4 22 2 2 2 5 4 2 l£0_
Table 3 indicates, likewise, that fewer individuals majored in the four
areas of Music Drama, Philosophy, and French. Sociology and English
accounted for ten percent of the major academic degrees sought.
23
Occupations of Fathers. --It would be exceptionally hard to categorize,
satisfactorily, the wide and diversified range of occupations pursued by the
fath ers of these participants. The fathers were professional, skilled,
semi-skilled, and common laborers. If these "categories" are acceptable
in a:i effort to describe adequately the occupational status of the fathers of
these study participants, the categories still leave, within their rank and
file, such a large number of sub-groups as to require an accurate description
pattsrn to be almost individualized. Table 4 contains data pertinent to
fathers1 occupations.
TABLE 4







In table 4, it is shown that 1/3 of the fathers' occupations were classified
as professionals and 1/5 as either skilled or semi-skilled workers. About
one out of four of these fathers was classified as a laborer.
'Some fathers were deceased, some respondents did not list fathers' occupations.
ident lying participants as their occupations related to (a) business,
(b) industry, (c) government, and (d) those who had moved into the graduate
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Understanding the contents of the current and recent draft laws of our
ry, it was not surprising that only 5% of this sample was then employed
: Armed Forces. It may be questioned, in the light of ever accelerating
diverse job opportunities with the federal government, why only 7% of these
graduates were identified by work as governmental. But, possibly, a partial
answ er to this question might rest in an observation of the remaining statistics
proi
25
in t&ble 5. Here, it may be seen that 34% or a little over 1/3 of these men
in this sample had gone either into business or industry. It might run true
to f<t>rm and expectation that more than half of the participants were
concentrated either in graduate or professional schools, or in professions
whith had as their prerequisite prior attendance in a graduate or
professional school.
Table 6 gives a listing of job titles of each graduate involved in this
ect.
TABLE 6
JOB TITLES OF PARTICIPANTS













Me c ic ine
Managerial











































Business Executive 2 4
Other 6 11
Total 54 100
Sixteen (or a little shy of 1/3) of the participants in table 6 were
engaged in the teaching profession at either the college or public school
level, or they were librarians (according to titles declared). From their
additional study, positions as analysts, programmers, legal services, and
managerial capacities represented the leading areas of work of these
partic
jobs c
ipants, according to job titles listed.
Ultimate Goals. --Next, let us examine the relationship of titles of
urrently engaged in and the ultimate goals of these participants.
In tabLe 7, the following scheme may be of value to the reader in making
this determination. Two positive symbols indicate that there were definite
direc ions established between present jobs and ultimate goals. One plus
symbol indicate a fair degree of said relationship. Two minuses indicate




BETWEEN ULTIMATE CAREER GOALS AND CURRENT
POSITIONS



























Asst Professor of English
Chief Executive
































































Professor of Political Science
Chief, Research or Analytical
Chemist
Accounting Professor
Professor of Science Educ.
Entrepreneur











U. S. Senator, Mississippi
Attorney at Law
To become Self Employed
To help assist under privileged
people share the prosperity
many people enjoy in the world
Declared Goals. --It is of value to ascertain ultimate goals to which
participants aspired. Then, through a check on goals declared earlier,
coupled with present occupational involvement, one would be in position to
determine the extent to which progression toward a particular goal appeared
29
appropriately in line with (a) the original declaration, (b) the student's
progrc.m of preparation, and (c) his current occupational involvement. A
comparison could then be made of originally designated goals with currently
pursued ones.
Table 8 gives a listing of the declared goals and present jobs.
TABLE 8
DECLARED OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS AND PRESENT OCCUPATIONS























































































































In reference to table 7, there were twenty-one cases in which the relation
ship between the present jobs of these participants and their ultimate goals
were highly positive ones. In seventeen cases, this relationship, while
not of a highly positive nature, was positive. In four situations, the relation-
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ship was negative; and, surprisingly enough, there was no evidence of any
relationship being of a highly negative character. This is to say that, to a
most remarkable degree, these Morehouse men were engaged in titled
occupations which definitely pointed them in the direction of their ultimate
career goals.
Table 8 shows a relationship between present employment and declared
occupational interests made during college attendance. The following were
found to be the case (1) again, 21 relationships were of a highly positive
nature while 8 showed some degree of positiveness; (2) only four relationships
were expressed as highly negative but there were 12 showing some degree of
negativism. Even so, it may be declared, again, that there were amazing
positive correlations observed between what these men indicated as interests
during college days and the positions in which they were them employed.
Source of Occupational Aid. --The information a functional guidance
progre.m is able to make available to prospective members of the employment
force may greatly influence the particular occupation for which the potential
worke:* may prepare and eventually enter. An institution of higher learning
which does not make such a provision in its total program is cutting short on
its obligations to its students. The institution must not only be in a position to
offer exposure to varied occupational choices, but it must be capable of
acquiring vital information for the prospective employee. Table 9 shows the
sources from which vital occupational help was provided and whether aid sought
was
32
available from within or without the institution.
TABLE 9
























































*Tota 49 27 55% 22 45%
Some responses not given for all items.
From table 9, it is clear that the major source from which occupational
information was drawn was the teacher. Only slightly trailing this source
was h lp gained from peer groups and the individual's self-reliance. It is
indicated here that counselors and relatives were not significant contributors
I
of occupational information. It may be that several participants perceived





The college should note that exactly half of the population indicated that
major sources of occupational information came from within the
institution. On the other hand, approximately 2/5 of the respondents found
it either necessary or expedient to move outside the institution proper in order
I
to tab adequate or appropriate occupational informational sources.
note,
Major Influences on Occupational Decision. --The reader will readily
from the data presented in table 10, that respondents listed many
souries of information as being influential in resolving the problem of their
occupational choices.
TABLE 10
MAJOR INFLUENCES ON OCCUPATIONAL DECISIONS







































The writer has grouped the responses which are presented in table 10.
oximately 15 indicated reliance on themselves through reading and
acquaintances as major influences in this process while teachers influenced
the occupational decisions of thirteen.
Of the several identified as having major influences on occupational
decision-making, there can easily be associated with such an influence the
question "why these particular individuals?"
In the following paragraph, there may be viewed as "easy-going"
effor:s to list and categorize these important personalities. The following
are main contributing factors of Career-Influencing: (1) knowledge of
individual, (2) ease of relations with individual, (3) admiration for accomplish
ment!! of individual, (4) maturity of individual, (5) relevance and objectivity
of advisor, and (6) experienced in area of interest.
Testing Adequacy. --The area of testing played an ever-increasing part
in the realm of occupational decision-making. Professional counselors
generally agree on the contribution that aptitude testing can make, as one of
several factors to be considered, the total process of career determination.
It is interesting to note here that, out of a sample of 54 Morehouse graduates,
there were thirty-four who had not been exposed to any aid which may have
benefitted them through the medium of aptitude-testing. However, there were
twenty who had been exposed to such aid. Of those twenty who reported
having; this exposure, eighteen agreed that such an experience had been indeed
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helpijul to them in their career pursuits.
Another group of responses, to a question designed to seek out the
adequacy and relevancy of college training for present employment, yielded
results of keen interest to the professional counselor in a functional guidance
program as well as to curriculum-makers, rebuilders, and administrative
personnel. Table 11 contains information pertinent to aptitude testing and
program effectiveness.
TABLE 11
(PTITUDE TESTING AND COLLEGE PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS





















Of the 54 participants, 24 gave an unqualified "no" to question raised
about tie institution's program appropriateness for current employment.
Thirty said yes to the same question. Additional support for the foregoing
observations and claims will be presented in the next major topic to follow.
Entrance Requirements and Economic Returns. --It may as well be
recognized that in addition to the several factors entering into career goals
36
nd final determination, the economic returns play a significant part. In the
distances of this study, the annual range of salaries extended from a low
range) of $3, 100 to one of $21, 000. The mean annual average salary range
/as $11, 913.
In considering the wide difference in individual annual salary ranges,
me must consider the facts that the study extended to participants covering
six-year period, and that the earliest graduates involved in this project
having graduated in I960) have had almost a decade to attain certain salary
anges, while the more recent graduates of this study (1966) had only three
ears.
The high salaries were earned by the participants who majored in
usiness followed by mathematics and the natural sciences. While those in the
rea of the social sciences were the "middle money makers" and earned the
verage (at or near the mean) salaries. The lower salaries were found in
he fine arts and humanities. But it must be made clear again that these
jersons in these particular areas may have experienced time-restrictions in
heir career pursuits for promotion, rewards, etc.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Recapitulation of Research Design. --The programs of institutions of
higher learning should be analyzed and re-evaluated as often as possible,
uch actions can assure the survival of objectives, curricular offerings,
nd counseling programs. The writer felt that this study would provide
aluable aid and direction to Morehouse College
Evolution of the Problem.--The writer developed an intense interest
in the programs of Morehouse College. This interest grew out of her
earlier experiences with graduates of Morehouse College who were teachers,
counselors or engaged in some other community services.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge. --It is hoped that the information
provided by this study will be valuable in the guidance of students' choices
qf future careers.
Statement of the Problem.--This study was done to identify career
hoice trends of graduates of Morehouse College in the areas of business,
iidustry and government. Also, answers were sought to two questions:
'o what extent were graduate school and professional choices increasing or
ecreasing? To what extent will resultant findings have implications for
reviewing and re-establishing institutional objectives, curricular revisions,
37
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nd vocational counseling efficiency?
Purpose. --The purpose of this study was to answer the following
pecific questions:
1. What is the trend in chosen careers of Morehouse graduates,
over a period of six years, in the areas of business, industry,
and government?
2. Is there an increase or decrease in decisions to enter
professional and graduate institutions?
3. Will these findings be helpful to the college in improving its
curriculum, and counseling efficiency?
Subjects. --Students who graduated from Morehouse College between
: 960-64 were the subjects for this study. There were 175 questionnaires
sent to these participants, but only 54 responded. The responses from
tfhis latter number constitute the data for this study.
Materials.--The questionnaire and official records were the materials
\ised in this study.
Method of Research. --The Descriptive Survey Method of research
used.
Procedure.--The top 25% of each class in business, industry,
government, and graduate study constituted the subjects for this study,
these data were taken from student records in the placement and personnel
offices of the college. A questionnaire was designed by the writer to get
other data needed for the study. This questionnaire was mailed to each of
the 175 subjects. Instructions for completing the questionnaire accompanied
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sach one. Also, a stamped, addressed envelope was provided. The
responses inherent in the 54 questionnaires returned were analyzed and
Interpreted consistent with the purposes of the study.
Limitation of the Study. --This study was limited in that respondents
participation was limited because of factors the writer could not control.
There were no efforts made to check on the accuracy of the data provided
Ln the questionnaires returned.
Definition of Terms. --For the purpose of clarifying and allowing for
clearer understanding, certain basic and significant terms are defined
is they are used throughout this study:
1. Manifest Differences - Differences not only indicated but
later ascertained.
2. Graduate Study - Matriculation in an accredited institution
beyond the baccalaureate level.
3. Career Choices - Area of work chosen to prepare for and
produce in.
4. Professional Schools - Recognized institutions for preparation
for medicine, law, dentistry, engineering, ministry as
foremost examples.
5. Curriculum Revision - Restructuring formal course designs
and offerings - limiting, enlarging, and re-arranging.
6. Career Counseling - Making available information and experiences
to the counselee which will provide him with an insight
into his adequacy in a particular career area.
Review of Related Literature. --At some time, in some way, with
without the help of a counselor, every person who chooses an occupation
lc
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oks at the various opportunities which he thinks are open to him, compares
em, and selects the one which appeals to him most. He may do this
oroughly, systematically, and realistically or he may do it casually,
impulsively, or fancifully.
Students and clients differ in their needs for occupational information,
just as they differ in abilities and interests. Some need a great deal of
formation, some need little or none, and some are already in a position
30
t<|> supply it.
Occupational information is used in counseling for the same basic
pirpose for which the counselor uses any other kind of information. The
parpose is to help the client clarify the goal that he wants to reach and to
move in the direction in which he wants to go, so long as the goal and the
means of attaining it are not injurious to others.
Individual goals differ, counseling techniques differ with them, and
o does the use of occupational information in counseling.
Occupational information is useful in counseling when, and to the
extent that, it can help the client solve his problem. If the client is fully
capable of solving his own problem as soon as he has the necessary informa-
on, counseling may consist only of providing the information or of telling
tiie client where he can find it. Some counselors would not even call this
counseling. But when the client needs help to get the essential information,
30
Hoppock, op. cit. , p. 16.
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;o appraise its accuracy, or to see how it relates to his problems, or when
needs help in considering his own reaction to the information, then there
:nay be need for all of the competence and skill and patience that the
31
counselor may possess.
Super and Crites state that, in order to evaluate a person's vocational
prospects, two types of information about him are needed: the psychological
;:acts which describe his aptitudes, skills, interests, and personality
:raits, and the social facts which describe the environment in which he lives,
;he influences which are affecting him, and the resources which he has at
lis disposal. To depend upon one type of fact to the neglect of the other is
inrealistic and disregards important elements in vocational adjustment,
"or the opportunities available to persons with similar aptitudes and interests
nay vary greatly, just as the abilities and traits of people in similar social
32
situations differ from one person to the next.
The fact that many psychological characteristics are best judged by
means of tests which require special study and have the appearance of
abjectivity and concreteness has often led to the relative neglect of social
'actors in counseling by those trained to use tests, and to the neglect of
Important psychological factors by those not trained to use tests. For these
reasons it seems desirable, in considering the types of data needed in
31Ibid. , II, pp. 148-150.
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Super and Crites, op. cit. , p. 6.
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vocational diagnosis, to stress the need for both types of information and
33
lo use both testing and non-testing techniques.
According to Calvert and Steele, the occupation you choose will
determine the kind of life you will lead, your mode of living, and your
circle of friends. Only a few generations ago, basic economic needs - the
need for food, shelter, and clothing - were pressing. Today, we have
added to the basic requirements of making a living demands such as
(satisfaction from a sense of service, professional status, and specific
34
geographical preferences.
Whenever possible, occupational objectives should be determined
iuring college years. Students planning professional study must select
liieir objectives early in their college careers so as to take academic pre
requisites.
Borow believes the process of preparing occupational information
J'or effective use requires a research approach. The uses to which
occupational information is put are of such importance to the individual and
society that rigorous standards must prevail. Among the numerous activities
:o which occupational information makes an important and often indispensable
33
Ibid. , p. 6.
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contribution are educational and vocational counseling, curriculum develop
ment, placement, vocational rehabilitation, the retraining of technologically
unemployed workers, the setting of wage levels (job evaluation), the descrip
tion land classification of military career fields and their relation to civilian
i
occupations, the compilation and organization of census data, and the
assignment, transfer, and promotion of workers in industry and government.
Summary of Findings. --The following findings emerged from analyses
36
of th data gathered for this study:
1. The majority of the participants in this study represented
the "deep south states. "
2. Business Administration, Mathematics, and Chemistry
were the areas in which the majority of students concentrated.
3. The majority of these students1 fathers were professional,
skilled or semi-skilled workers. Only about one-fourth of
them were classified as "laborers."
4. The majority of the participants held professional jobs, were
enrolled in professional schools, or were enrolled in graduate
schools.
5. Approximately one-third of these participants were engaged in
i industry and business.
Many of the professionals were engaged in teaching.
The participants exhibited remarkable ability to identify their
individual goals, prepare themselves for their respective goals,
and move into occupations pointing to career goals set forth as
ultimate.
36
rienry Borow, Man In A World at Work (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1964), p. 285.
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A. College instructors provided significant aid to these
participants when they were making their occupational
decisions.
B. Their next highest degree of support came from peer
groups.
C. Confidence in one's ability and self-reliance were
thought to have been very significant to these participants.
8. Although Morehouse College provided much occupational information
to these participants, many of them found it necessary to go outside
of the institution for additional information.




C. Outstanding accomplishments in the area
D. General maturity
E. Relevance and objectivity exercised in "advice-giving. "
10. Although aptitude testing was thought to be inadequate, 90% of
these participants thought their experiences with aptitude testing
while students at Morehouse college were helpful in their career
plans.
Conclusions. --The following conclusions were drawn from the findings
1 above:
1. Business and the natural sciences were more attractive to these
participants during their academic careers.
2. These persons were professionally oriented very highly.
3. The participants chose their professional goals, prepared them
selves for them, and entered them upon the completion of their
preparation.
4. Morehouse college did not provide adequate occupational informa
tion to all of these participants.
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5. These participants1 college teachers had significant influences
upon them.
6. They did not have adequate experience with aptitude testing, but the
limited amount they had was quite useful to them.
Implications. --The following implications were inferred from the
findings of this study:
1. The predominant interest of these participants in the areas of
business and the natural sciences may have been an outgrowth
of their fathers' occupation and influence their fathers1 had
over them.
2. Kinds of experiences they encountered at Morehouse reinforced
their occupational choices that they made earlier in their
academic career.
3. The effectiveness of the classroom teacher as sources of
occupational information may be attributable to the fact that
the counselor's role was not clearly defined.
4. Experiences gained in participating in aptitude testing may have
had some rather significant impact on these participants success
in career achievement.
Recommendations. - -The following recommendations are made from
the implications listed above:
1. Greater care be exercised in appraising the experiential
background of students as well as their career choices
and programs designed to help them achieve these
occupational goals.
2. Duties of the career counselor be clearly define in order
that students may know the specific person to whom they
can go for occupational information.
3. More appropriate experiences be provided in aptitude testing.
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Your response on this questionnaire will be kept confidential.
Please answer all questions on blanks or in spaces provided. (There
are only twelve questions and you can answer them in ten minutes. )
Age (Voluntary) Home Town
Major Father's Occupation
Minor Mother's Occupation
1. Name of Business, Industry or School with which you are connected.
Type of Business, Industry or School?
A. Title of Job
B. What is your ultimate occupational goal or personal achievement?
C. Nature of work (Give brief description of job duties and equipment
used in the performance of job):
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2. Whom did you go to for help when you became aware of the necessity
for a decision relative to your choice of vocations?
Member of your peer group Parents
Relative Somebody in that
College Professor vocation
High School Counselor Placement
Something I read Counselor
Visual media (i. e. , Interviewer
t.v., movies, etc.) High School
Teacher
Other
3. Who influenced your decision most?
4. Why did you go to this person?
5. Did you find it necessary to go outside the college to get information
in order to select a career or a graduate school intelligently?
6. Did you seek a testing of your aptitudes, abilities and interests?
(a) Inside or outside the college?
7. Was this helpful? In what way?
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8. How do you view business, industry or government now that you are
involved in it?
(a) Respond to the same question if you are in graduate school.
9. Do you feel that you received the proper training at your institution to
prepare you for your present job or graduate school?
If yes, how -- If no, why not?
10. What suggestions do you have for improving whatever you feel is
lacking at Morehouse. (Curriculum and Guidance-Wise).
11. Economic returns (include salary per year, wages per hour) and fringe
benefits, or give a salary range (Ex. $10 - $15 thousand dollar class).
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If graduate school, indicate financial assistance in any form_
12. Entry into job or school (state all requirements for entrance into






B.S., Allen University, Columbia, South Carolina,
I960 (Business Education and Psychology);
Graduate School of Education, South Carolina
State College, 1961; Summer Institute for Placement
Directors, Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
New Jersey, Summer 1968.
Secretary, President's Office, Claflin College,
Orangeburg, South Carolina, 1961; Secretary to
the Dean, School of Education, Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, 1961-63; Assistant Placement







International Business Machines, New York City
Summer, 1966 (Educational Representative)
Shell Oil Company, Personnel Representative,
Atlanta, Georgia
Summer, 1968




Southern College Placement Association;
Member-at-Large, Commission on the Occupational
Status of Women, National Vocational Guidance
Association (Division of American Personnel and
Guidance Association).
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